ProHits-viz: a suite of web tools for visualizing interaction proteomics data
To the Editor: With the broad availability of mass spectrometry methods for identifying protein-protein interactions, there is a growing need for applications that can simplify the challenges associated with managing, analyzing and visualizing the results obtained by these methods. Here we present ProHits-viz (prohitsviz.lunenfeld.ca), a suite of web-based tools for visualizing and analyzing protein interaction data.
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PIQED: automated identification and quantification of protein modifications from DIA-MS data
To the Editor: Label-free quantification using mass spectrometric data-independent acquisition (DIA) is a robust method for deep and accurate proteome quantification 1 . Here we report PIQED, a workflow and open-source software tool with a graphical user interface (GUI), that enables completely automated post-translational modification (PTM) identification and quantification exclusively from DIA ( Fig. 1a) (https://github.com/jgmeyerucsd/PIQEDia/releases/ tag/v0.1.2). When a pre-existing spectral library is not available, as is often the case with novel PTMs, samples are typically analyzed several times. One or more data-dependent acquisition (DDA) analyses are done to generate a spectral library, then DIA-MS is performed for quantification. This combined strategy is prohibitive when many biological replicates are required or sample quantity is limited. A recently developed software tool, DIA-Umpire, allows combined peptide identification and quantification from a single DIA analysis without a pre-existing spectral library 2,3 . However, DIA-Umpire was originally designed for protein-level quantification and lacks the capability to quantify post-translationally modified peptides.
We developed PIQED to address this need. The PTM-specific capabilities of PIQED include site localization scoring and filtering, peptide consolidation to modification site level, optional local or global total-ion chromatogram normalization, and optional PTMlevel correction by protein-level changes. PIQED also provides automatic, parallelized execution of all workflow steps (not included in the original DIA-Umpire program), including file conversion to mzXML, integrated identification (using MS-GF+, X! Tandem, and/or Comet), PeptideProphet, iProphet, or PTMProphet peptide identification refinement, targeted signal re-extraction using Skyline, and fragment-level signal filtering with significance testing using mapDIA (Supplementary Note and Supplementary Figs. 1  and 2) . Further, PIQED enables a twofold reduction of acquisition time, because identification and quantification are achieved in a single DIA analysis.
We benchmarked the PIQED workflow using acetylated peptides enriched by immunoprecipitation (Supplementary Methods). Peptides identified from pseudo-MS/MS spectra are selected for integration by Skyline 4 according to mProphet modeling (Fig. 1b) . Unlike methods using external DDA libraries, 
